NGI Subscriber User Guides: 
*Daily GPI*: Subscription & Data Access

Login: For NGI Site Access, always make sure you are logged in. The **red boxes** at top right depict both situations - the top is what a non-logged-in user will see, while the bottom shows what you will see after a successful login. The login box is found at the top right-hand corner of every page on our website. If you’re uncertain of your login credentials, first review our help docs entitled “How to Log Into the NGI Website” and if still unsure, read “How to Get Help from NGI”

Basic Access: The smaller **blue box** above shows how to get to the Daily Gas Price Index area of our website from our homepage (www.naturalgasintel.com). You can either click “Daily GPI” directly or hover over it for a list of content options. **Shortcut:** If you hover over MY NGI WELCOME, you will see a dropdown list. Clicking any option will take you there directly.
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You’ll now see the screen at right. There are a couple of items to point out here. The **red box** highlights our Daily GPI News Coverage, arranged with the most recent articles first. Clicking will allow you to view and download that Daily GPI PDF issue. You can use the dropdown to access the 20 most recent Daily GPI issues.

The **purple box** (Subscriber Content) at bottom right of the graphic is your portal to the latest **Cash Market Prices**, the **Previous 5 Day Table** (HTML prices) and another link to the latest **Daily GPI PDF (Current Issue)**. Both the PDF and all prices will update automatically each day. You must be logged in to access these resources.

The **green box** (Premium Content) at bottom right highlights **Daily GPI** subscription add-ons - If these options do not work for you, please ask your company subscriptions manager. **Daily Price Datafeed** allows users to download daily prices directly as CSV files, while **Daily Historical Data** allows users to download Historical Daily prices based on regions and date range.
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Daily GPI also comes with another feature, which NGI calls “Price Snapshots”. You can navigate to them by hovering over “Data” (thin red box below) and then clicking on “>Daily Prices” (thicker red box).

If you have interest in expanded information regarding NGI’s Prices and how they are created, please navigate to “NGI Price Methodology” (purple box), which will allow you to download the full PDF.
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When you’ve navigated to the Daily Price Snapshots, you’ll be on this page:

Note that you can jump between Locations and even to entirely new Regions **(purple box)**. The associated price curve is clear to see, and you can locate the latest location pricing information to the left **(green box)**. If you have access to NGI Daily, Weekly, or Forward pricing, you can use the tabs above to navigate to those price snapshots **(red box above)**.
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The final piece of Daily Gas Price Index is Historical Data downloads. This is an add-on to your standard Daily GPI subscription. If you don’t have access to this feature and would like to, please contact your company subscriptions manager.

Below the Price Snapshots, you’ll see the “Download Historical Data” button (purple box). Click that to bring up the Query Tool. Simply select the points you’d like (green box), move them over with the right arrow, and then set your date range (red box). You can select up to 5 points at a time for view / download.

To add NGI’s Daily Gas Price Index to your subscription package:

Email: sales@naturalgasintel.com
Call: 703.318.8848